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Abstract-- The intermittent photovoltaic (PV) units 

significantly affect the performance of distribution systems, 
and they often cause several operational problems, most 
importantly, voltage rise/drop. At high PV penetration, 
excessive tap movements of transformers and high curtailed 
PV power are expected to completely solve the voltage violation 
problem. In this paper, we propose an optimal voltage control 
method for distribution systems considering the number of tap 
movements of transformers and the active power curtailment 
of PV units. The objective function of the proposed method 
comprises: 1) voltage drop violation (VDV), 2) voltage rise 
violation (VRV), 3) tap movement rate (TMR) of transformers, 
and 4) curtailed power of PV (CPPV). A multi-objective grey 
wolf optimizer integrated with a Lévy mutation operator 
(GWO-Lévy) is formulated to accurately solve the voltage 
control problem. A 24-hour simulation is performed on the 
119-bus distribution system with PV and different types of 
loads. The performance of GWO-Lévy is compared with three 
other optimizers, finding that it achieves the best performance. 
The simulation results demonstrate the efficacy of the 
proposed method for solving the voltage violation problem 
with PV while simultaneously optimizing TMR and CPPV. 
 

Index Terms--Distribution systems; voltage rise; voltage 
drop; photovoltaic; grey wolf optimizer; Lévy operator. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
T is important to facilitate integrating renewable energy 
sources (RES), such as solar, wind and hydro, as 

distributed generations (DG) in distribution systems to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions [1]. RES offer a number of 
advantages besides reducing environmental emissions 
compared to conventional energy sources, such as lower 
capital cost, higher security of power supplies, and higher 
power quality [2]. Consequently, the penetration of RES has 
been increased rapidly worldwide in the last few decades 
[3]. However, some RES types, such as photovoltaic (PV), 
can cause several operational problems in distribution 
systems because of their intermittent nature [4], [5]. 
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 The severity of these operational problems depends on the 
penetration level of PV systems and their locations in 
distribution systems [6], [7]. Generally, the distribution 
systems with high PV penetrations face three categories of 
challenges: technical, commercial, and regulatory [8]. 
Voltage violations (i.e., voltage rise/drop) are considered the 
major technical challenge in distribution systems [9], [10]. 
The main reason for the voltage violation problem with PV 
is the reverse power flow at the occasions of low load 
demand and high PV generation. This reverse power flow 
may even become bidirectional, which can cause extreme 
voltage violations, especially at remote feeder ends. To 
solve the voltage violation problem at these occasions, the 
PV power could be partially curtailed depending on the 
regulations of the utility. 
 In the literature, several methods have been proposed to 
solve the voltage violation problem in distribution systems 
with high PV penetration [11], [12]. There are traditional 
and advanced methods to regulate the voltage within the 
permissible limits. The traditional methods include on-load 
tap changer transformers (OLTC), capacitor banks, and step 
voltage regulators (SVR) in which the control schemes are 
mechanical in nature. The OLTC at the main substation of 
the distribution system is considered a vital item to regulate 
the voltage in the distribution feeders. In turn, SVR is 
commonly used for regulating the voltage at the downstream 
feeders. Indeed, most of voltage regulators comprise auto-
transformer with on-load tap changers [13]. In long MV 
distribution feeders, OLTC and SVRs are considered 
effective devices for voltage regulation. The lifetime of 
these devices could be dramatically reduced in the case of 
frequent operations to mitigate rapid voltage variations 
caused by intermittent PV generation. Based on this feature, 
it is recommended to minimize the number of operations of 
these switched-controlled devices. The advanced voltage 
control methods include active PV power curtailment during 
low demand and reactive power control of the PV inverter 
[14], [15]. Another way is to add a leading power factor 
device which can reduce the amount of PV power 
curtailment during voltage rise but with extra costs. 
 The total number of tap movements of OLTC and SVR is 
a significant factor to be considered when addressing the 
voltage control problem in distribution systems. Without an 
efficient coordination between the different voltage control 
devices, excessive operations of these devices are expected, 
thereby reducing their lifetime. In [16], a coordinated 
control method has been proposed for OLTC and switched 
capacitors to reduce their number of operations. Authors of 
[17] have presented a coordinated method to prevent the 
voltage rise problem in low-voltage distribution networks 
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with PV while relieving the stress on the tap changer. An 
optimal reactive power control based on forecasting PV 
power and loads has been formulated in [18] in which the 
objective function is set to minimize the number of tap 
movements. Authors of [19] have considered a special 
configuration of parallel transformers, where losses and tap 
movements are minimized. In [20], PV systems and parallel 
OLTCs are managed using different strategies of reactive 
power control. An interior-point method has been utilized in 
[21] for voltage control in distribution systems to minimize 
losses while considering tap movement constraints. 
 The amount of active PV power curtailment is also a 
significant issue to be considered for voltage control in 
distribution systems. In [22], the active power curtailment of 
PV and the charging/discharging power of electric vehicles 
are considered as control variables in the voltage control 
problem. Droop based active power curtailment methods are 
used in [23] for preventing over-voltage in radial 
distribution feeders with high PV penetrations. Two 
different control schemes are applied to a Canadian 
distribution feeder with twelve consumers and PV. The 
reduction of PV curtailment is attained in [24] for a practical 
Chinese power grid with energy storage systems. In [25], 
curtailment of the output PV power is performed by forcing 
the interfaced converter of PV not to operate at the 
maximum power point for the purpose of mitigating voltage 
fluctuations. In [26], an optimal control method is proposed 
for minimizing the reactive power of the PV inverter and the 
curtailed PV power. In [27], a multi-objective approach is 
proposed to multi-microgrid system design. Three 
objectives are considered: utility maximization for the 
microgrids, utility maximization for the power grid, and 
maximize a sum of the stored energy levels within the multi-
microgrid network. 
 As stated above, OLTC, SVR, and the PV inverter can be 
used to regulate voltage in distribution systems. The 
intermittent nature of PV generation and load fluctuations 
yield excessive tap movements of OLTC and SVR and high 
amount of the curtailed power of PV. In this paper, an 
optimal voltage control method for distribution systems with 
PV is proposed. The objective function of the proposed 
method includes voltage drop violation (VDV), voltage rise 
violation (VRV), tap movement rate (TMR) of transformers, 
and curtailed power of PV (CPPV) terms. A multi-objective 
grey wolf optimizer (GWO) integrated with a Lévy mutation 
operator (GWO-Lévy) is employed to minimize the 
proposed objective function.  

Unlike the aforementioned voltage control methods, the 
proposed method prevents voltage rise and drop problems 
and optimizes TMR and CPPV, simultaneously. To enable 
adjusting the priorities of the proposed control method, we 
incorporate sets of weight factors for each term of the 
objective function (VDV, VRV, CPPV, and TMR). The 
weight factors of VRV and VDV are helpful to set buses at 
which preventing voltage violations has the highest priority. 
The amount of power curtailment of each PV unit and the 
rate of tap movements of each transformer can be adjusted 
using the weight factors of CPPV and TMR, respectively. 
We incorporate four importance factors for VRV, VDV, 
TMR, and CPPV in the objective function. These 
importance factors provide a flexible way to make a trade-
off between the different sub-objectives (solving the voltage 
rise problem, solving the voltage drop problem, reducing 
TMR of transformers, and reducing the total curtailed PV 

power). Furthermore, distribution systems may comprise 
different areas, and so an importance factor for each area is 
used to specify the most important area to solve the 
associated problems with PV. 
 The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
explains the mathematical formulation of the proposed 
method. The developed grey wolf optimizer with Lévy 
mutation operator and its implementation to the optimal 
voltage control are presented in Section III. The results, 
conclusions and some lines of future work are provided in 
Sections IV and V, respectively. 

II.  PROBLEM FORMULATION 
The proposed model for the voltage control problem 

considers four different sub-objective functions, which 
quantify VDV, VRV, TMR, and CPPV, to be minimized. 
The positive feature of this formulation is its ability to set 
and study the trade-off between the different sub-objectives, 
and so further control options are available. These sub-
objectives are described below. 

A.  Voltage drop and rise violations 
 Considering the real condition of active distribution 
systems in which upper and lower voltage violations can 
coexist due to the intermittent PV and load profiles, it is 
important to model both up-normal conditions. Here, the 
voltage violation function (VVF) is mathematically 
expressed as follows: 

)()()( sss tVDVtVRVtVVF +=                                             (1) 
in which  
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where VRV(ts) and VDV(ts) stand for voltage rise violation 
and voltage drop violation at time ts, respectively.   is a list 
of buses at which the measured/estimated voltages violate 
the upper voltage limit (Vmax), and  is a list of buses at 
which the measured/estimated voltages violate the lower 
voltage limit (Vmin). VRVWF and VDVWF represent, 
respectively, weight factors of VRV and VDV, 
where , ( ) 1VRV i s

i

WF t


= and , ( ) 1VDV j s
j

WF t


= . These two 

sets of weight factors help to set the critical buses at which 
preventing voltage violations has a higher priority compared 
to other buses. Note that we have separated the two terms in 
(1) to allow adjusting an individual weight factor of each 
term for each bus. The role of the weights in (2) and (3) is to 
adjust the importance of voltage violations at each bus, not 
for scaling the objective function. 

B.  Tap movement rate (TMR) of transformers 
To model tap movements of transformers in the voltage 

control problem, a formula for TMR is expressed as follows: 
2
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where )( sk tTap and )( psk tTap − are the values of the tap of 
the transformer k at time ts and the previous time ts-p, 
respectively;   is a list of transformers; stepkTap , is the step 
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value of the tap of the transformer k; N is the number of the 
previous time periods to be considered in the current time 
period ts. This formula is based on the fact that the 
movement of the transformer tap depends on its previous 
positions and current position. )(, skTMR tWF  represents a 
weight factor for controlling TMR of transformer k at time ts 
with respect to other transformers, where 



=
k

skTMR tWF 1)(, . 

The higher value of the weight factor of a transformer, the 
lower number of tap movements is expected. The role of the 
weights in (4) is to adjust the tap movement rate of each 
transformer, not to scale the objective function. Note that 
the square in equation (4) normalizes the sub-objective 
function so that its value is only positive.  

C.  Curtailed power of PV (CPPV) 
The option of curtailing the active PV power is an 

effective solution for preventing voltage rise by setting the 
PV converter to curtail a certain amount of the active PV 
power (i.e., wasting energy). The total CPPV in a 
distribution system with PV at time ts can be formulated as 
follows: 

( )
2

, max,( ) ( ) ( ) ( )s CPPV m s m s m s
m

CPPV t WF t PPV t PPV t


=  −
 
(5) 

where )( smax,m tPPV and )( sm tPPV represent, respectively, 
the maximum and actual power of the PV unit m at time ts. 
 is the list of buses connected with PV. , ( )CPPV m sWF t is a 
weight factor of the curtailed power of the PV unit m at time 
ts, where 



=
m

smCPPV tWF 1)(, . As expressed in (5), we use 

weight factors ,1 ,2 ,( , , , )CPPV CPPV CPPV N PV
WF WF WF  to 

adjust the amount of the curtailed power of the individual 
PV units 1 2( , , , )N PV

PV PV PV . For example, if we 
consider two PV units at buses B1 and B2 where their 
weighting factors are 1 and 0, respectively. The active 
power of the first PV unit can be curtailed while the active 
power of the other unit is not allowed to be curtailed. The 
use of this sub-objective function ensures a minimum 
curtailed power of all PV units.  

D.  Multi-Objective function 
Note that each set of weight factors adjust the weighting 

of each internal term in the corresponding sub-objective. By 
adjusting the weight factors, a coordinated control action for 
OLTC, SVRs, the PV systems can be optimally taken to 
regulate voltage in distribution systems. Here, other 
different factors (i.e., importance factors) are introduced to 
control the importance of each sub-objective with respect to 
the other objectives. The abovementioned sub-objective 
functions are formulated as a multi-objective function to be 
minimized as follows: 

)()(
)()()(

sCPPVsTMR

sVDVsVRVs

tCPPVIFtTMRIF
tVDVIFtVRVIFtOF

+
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where ,,, TMRVDVVRV IFIFIF and CPPVIF represent the 
importance factors of VRV, VDV, TMR, and CPPV, 
respectively. The main reason of introducing these 
importance factors is to offer a flexible way to make a trade-
off between: 1) solving the voltage rise problem, 2) solving 
the voltage drop problem, 3) reducing TMR of transformers, 
and 4) reducing the total curtailed PV power. Note that the 
sum of the four importance factors is equal to one. 

For a distribution system with various areas, where Ω is a 
list of the areas, equation (7) can be formulated as an 
objective function. As noticed, an importance factor for 
each area (i.e., IFArea) can be set, thereby specifying the 
most important area to solve the associated problems with 
PV.  
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Note that the four sub-objective functions in the model 
are transformed into a single objective by utilizing a scaling 
factor for each sub-objective. In this way, they are 
normalized to a unified scale. In this paper, we follow [28], 
[29] in which the maximum of each sub-objective function 
is used as its scale factor. The values of these scaling factors 
are high to penalize non-feasible solutions. 

 
E.  Constraints 

The following constraints are considered in the proposed 
voltage control model: 
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The constraint (8) represents the upper and lower limits 
of the curtailed power of each PV unit ( )maxmin CPRCPR ,  as a 
percentage of the maximum PV generation. In this study, 
the values of minCPR  and maxCPR  for all PV units are 0.0 
and 1.0, implying that it can curtail the whole PV power. 
The constraint (9) models the increase in the spare capacity 
of the PV inverter when the PV power is curtailed, where 
SPV  is the rated capacity of the PV inverter. Because of 
power curtailment, additional reactive power of PV inverter 
(RPPV) can be supplied/absorbed, and so contributing 
positively to regulate voltages. Unlike the other voltage 
control devices, the reactive power of the PV inverter can 
rapidly mitigate frequent voltage violations in real time due 
to intermittent PV generation. This is the reason for 
providing reactive power independently from the active 
power injection of PV, and so it is not considered to be 
minimized. However, the reactive power of PV reduces the 
lifespan of the inverter and leads to additional losses. Note 
that the PV inverter may not be effective to significantly 
reduce the curtailed power during the peak PV generation, 
unless the PV inverter is oversized to allow further reactive 
power injection.  The constraint (10) models the upper and 
lower limits of the tap of each transformer. The constraint 
(11) defines the maximum limit of the number of the tap 
movements (TapRk) of the transformer k during the time 
duration ( )1−− ss tt . 

III.  GREY WOLF- LÉVY OPTIMIZER 

A.  The grey wolf optimizer (GWO) 
 The GWO is a swarm-intelligence algorithm which has 
been applied to several engineering problems [30]. It is 
inspired from the leadership hierarchy and hunting 
mechanism of grey wolves. The GWO has assumed the 
four-level social hierarchy of grey wolves: alpha (α) at first, 
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beta (β) at second, delta (δ) at third, and finally omega (ω) at 
last. Alpha wolves are the leaders that manage and conduct 
the whole pack of wolves. The mathematical model of 
hunting mechanism of grey wolves includes the following 
stages: tracking and approaching the prey, encircling the 
prey until it stops moving, and attacking the prey. 
Encircling Prey: Grey wolves encircle the prey during the 
hunt stage which can be formulated as follows: 

XIXCD p


−= )(.

                                                            
(12) 

DAIXIX p


.)()1( −=+                                                    (13) 

where  refers to the current iteration, A


and C


 are 
coefficient vectors, )(IX p


is the position vector of the prey, 

and X


indicates the position vector of a grey wolf. The 
vectors A


and C


 can be computed as follows: 

araA 
−= 1.2 ,              22rC 

=                                        (14) 
where  is linearly decreased from 2 to 0 over iterations, 
and r1 and r2 are random vectors in the range [0,1]. 
Hunting Stage: Hunting of a prey is usually guided by α 
and β while δ wolves participate occasionally. The best 
candidate solutions (α, β, and δ) have a better estimation for 
the location of the prey, whereas ω wolves update their 
positions according to the position of the three best search 
agents. The hunt process is formulated as follows: 

XXCDXXCDXXCD
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(15) 
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++=+                               (17) 
Attacking Prey: To model the process of approaching and 
hunting the prey, the value of should be decreased.  is a 
random value in the interval , where  is linearly 
decreased from 2 to 0 throughout iterations. After the 
wolves attack the prey, they search for the prey in the next 
iteration, and they find the next best solution among all 
wolves. The process is repeated until the termination 
criterion is reached.  
 Considering the complexity of objective function and the 
intermittent nature of PV, the GWO optimizer may be 
trapped into local minima. To improve the performance of 
the grey wolf algorithm, Lévy flight is used to produce more 
efficient results [31]. If GWO cannot find the optimum 
results in a certain number of iterations, a more efficient 
search based on Lévy flight is done to prevent trapping to a 
local optimum. Indeed, the Lévy mutation operator 
increases the global and local search capabilities. In this 
paper, a simple method is used to implement the Lévy 
operator:  




1/)(01.0 vXXuS −=                                                   (18) 
where u and v are random numbers produced by the normal 

distribution of zero mean and standard deviation of
2

u and 
2

v , respectively. S is added to the positions of the best 
wolves computed by (16). It is worth noting that there are 
abrupt changes in the objective function during the initial 
steps of iterations, which are decreased gradually over the 
course of iterations. This behavior can guarantee that the 
developed optimizer eventually convergences. 

B.  Implementation of GWO-Lévy to the control model 
 The proposed optimal voltage control method improves 
the voltage profile of the distribution system. In this 

optimization problem, the control variables are the number 
of tap movements of transformers, the curtailed power of 
PV units, and reactive power of the PV inverter. The values 
of the objective function expressed in (6) are computed with 
respect to the control variables using the power flow method 
proposed in [32]. Note that α, β and δ wolves represent the 
best three values of the objective function. Fig.  1 shows a 
flowchart of the proposed voltage control method while the 
solution steps are listed below: 
Step 1: Read data of the test system, PV units, and initial 
tap positions of OLTC and SVR. 
Step 2: Read the constraints, including upper and lower 
voltage limits, the upper and lower limits of the curtailed 
power of each PV unit, the upper and lower limits of the tap 
of each transformer, and TapR of each transformer.  
Step 3: Set the values of search agents and maximum 
allowed number of iterations. Then, construct the initial 
population expressed in (19), which considers the 
constraints, based on the assumed number of wolves. 

1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1

1 1 1

[ ] [ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ]

N N NT PV PV

N N NN N NS S SS S S
N N NT PV PV

Tap Tap CPPV CPPV RPPV RPPV

P
Tap Tap CPPV CPPV RPPV RPPV

 
 

=  
 
    

(19) 

Step 4: While the current iteration is less than the maximum 
iteration, perform the following steps: 

Step 4.1: Run the power flow for each search agent 
and then calculate the value of the objective function. 
Then, assign α, β and δ wolves and the value of the 
global best solution of the control variables. 
Step 4.2: Calculate Dα, Dβ, and Dδ:  

PPCDPPCDPPCD


−=−=−=  .,.,. 321  
(20) 

Step 4.3: Apply the Lévy mutation operator as follows: 
10.01 ( ) /S u P P v 

= −                                           (21) 
SPPL += 


1 SPPL += 


2 SPPL += 


3                    (22) 
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Fig. 1.  Flowchart of the proposed voltage control method. 
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Step 5: If the solution is not converged, go to step 4.1. 
Otherwise, increment ts and go to step 4. 

Results and Discussions 

C.  Test system 
Fig. 2 describes the modified 119-bus distribution system 
which is used to test the proposed voltage control method. 
This test system is divided into three areas: 1) Area A 
includes buses from bus 2 to bus 56, 2) Area B includes 
buses from bus 66 to bus 103, and 3) Area C includes the 
buses from bus 105 to bus 123. The modified 119-bus test 
system in this paper includes three SVR units, OLTC, two 
PV units, and different load profiles. 

The nominal voltage of this system is 11 kV, and the total 
nominal load demands are 22709.7 kW and 17041.1 kVAR 
[33]. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed 
method, real-time simulations are performed for a day with 
a 5-min time resolution. Different load types (commercial, 
industrial, domestic and lighting load profiles [34]) are 
assumed to be distributed in the test system (Fig. 3). It is 
also assumed that each load profile is treated as a separate 
load at each bus according to [34]. It is assumed that OLTC 
is integrated in the main distribution substation, while 
SVR1, SVR2 and SVR3 are connected to Area A, Area B 
and Area C, respectively. In this test system, the OLTC unit 
at the distribution substation is utilized due to its 
effectiveness in regulating voltage in long distribution 
feeders. In addition, three PV units (SHARP's NTR5E3E PV 
175W module) are connected (PV1, PV2, and PV3 units). 
PV1 is connected to bus 51 in Area A, PV2 is connected to 
bus 80 in Area B, and PV3 is connected to bus 118 in Area 
C. PV1, PV2, and PV3 comprises 300, 1200, 30000 PV 
modules, respectively. The total PV penetration is 24% with 
respect to the load demand. Here, a PV unit is located in 
each area, and the PV locations are selected to be far from 
the main substation, and they are not optimally determined. 
Note that the 119-bus test system could not be completely 
considered as three separate test systems because the OLTC 
transformer at the distribution substation affects the voltage 
at all the buses, and the surplus power of a certain area 

(during high PV generation and low demand in this area) 
can feed the other neighbors’ areas. In turn, if the topology 
of the system is changed, the control system could sense this 
change, and so it adopts optimal control actions accordingly. 
It is worth noting that the weight factors of the four sub-
objectives are set to be equal in all the simulations except 
the ones of Subsection E. 

D.  Cases 
 In our experiments, 24-hour simulations are carried out 
using the test system. Five cases are studied in this paper: 

- Case 0: This is the base case in which OLTC, 
SVR1, SVR2, SVR3, PV1 inverter, PV2 inverter, 
and PV3 inverter are not employed in the voltage 
control method. 

- Case 1: Only VVF is considered in the objective 
function of the proposed method. 

- Case 2: Both VVF and TMR are considered in the 
objective function of the proposed method. 

- Case 3: Both VVF and CPPV are considered in the 
objective function of the proposed method. 
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Fig. 2.  The modified 119-bus distribution system. 
 

 
Fig. 3.  Load profiles of the 119-bus distribution system. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 4.  Voltage profiles of (a) Area A, (b) Area B and (c) Area C; (d) 
VRV and VDV during the day (Case 0). 
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- Case 4: VVF, TMR, and CPPV are considered in the 
objective function of the proposed method. 

E.  Analysis of the cases 
Fig. 4 shows the voltage profiles of Area A, Area B, and 

Area C as well as VRV and VDV profiles during the day at 
case 0. As shown, the voltages in Area A and B violate the 
lower voltage limit (0.95 p.u.) during the night time as 
indicated in Fig. 4 (a) and Fig. 4 (b), respectively, while the 
voltages in Area C violate the upper voltage limit (1.05 p.u.) 
during the daytime as observed in Fig. 4 (c). The profiles of 
VRV and VDV confirm that the test system suffers from 
voltage rise and the voltage drop at the same time (from 

11:00 to 15:00) which make it difficult to solve the voltage 
violation problem at these occasions. 

 Table I summaries the results of the proposed voltage 
control method on the 119-bus distribution system for the 
five studied cases. It is important to note that case 1, case 2, 
and case 3 represent the state-of-the-art voltage control 
methods that consider some sub-objectives and ignore 
others. In turn, in the proposed method (Case 4), we 
consider all above-mentioned sub-objectives. As shown in 
Table I, the voltage violation in case 0 is very high (VVF 
equals 2.90). Note that when applying the proposed method 
in cases 1, 2, 3, and 4, the values of VVF is decreased to 0.0, 
5.9 × 10-5, 3.69 × 10-7, and 4.17 × 10-5, respectively. This 
reduction in VVF implies that the voltage profiles are 
significantly improved by using the proposed method for the 
four cases. Fig. 5 (a, b, c, and d) illustrates this improvement 
where the voltage profiles of the system are shown during 
the day for case 1, case 2, case 3, and case 4, respectively. In 
Fig. 5, we have plotted only the minimum and maximum 
voltage for each area. Note that VX

max and VX
min refer to the 

maximum and the minimum voltages of Area X, 
respectively. It is noticed that in all cases (except case 0), 
the voltage profiles are maintained within the specified 
limits. In general, we can observe that the voltage profiles in 
case 1 are considered the best case (total VVF=0.0) because 
the VVF sub-function is only optimized. 
 In case 2, the proposed control method minimizes VVF 
and TMR. As a result, the total number of tap movements 
during the day, in this case, is significantly lower than TMR 
values in the other cases. The total TMR is 11 in this case, 
and it is 527, 559, and 26 for case 1, case 3, and case 4, 
respectively. The number of tap movements in cases 1 and 3 
is high and not realistic. To ensure minimum and realistic 
tap movements during the day, we should consider the TMR 
sub-objective (accomplished in cases 2 and 4). Regarding 
case 3, the proposed control method minimizes VVF and 
CPPV. As a result, the value of CPPV is significantly lower 
than CPPV values of the other cases. For instance, the total 
CPPV value is 21.9 kWh in this case, and it is 1052.74 kWh, 
1328.09 kWh, and 260.60 kWh for case 1, case 2, and case 
4, respectively. When considering the sub-objective of the 
PV curtailed power (i.e., case 3 and 4), the curtailed power 
of PV3 is higher than PV1 and PV2 (Table I). This is 
because PV3 causes high voltage rise in the base case (Fig. 
4.c) compared to PV1 and PV2. For example, in case 4, the 
curtailed power of PV3 is 260.6 kWh while only 0.34 kWh 
and 1.29 kWh are curtailed from PV1 and PV2, 
respectively.  

Indeed, cases 1, 2, and 3 have a superior feature in terms 
of VVF, TMR, and CPPV, respectively. In other words, none 
of these cases consider the different aspects of distribution 
systems with PV. In turn, in case 4, the proposed control 
method optimizes the values of VVF, TMR, and CPPV. 
Therefore, the proposed control method, in this case, is 
considered a comprehensive control method because it 
optimizes all sub-objective functions simultaneously. 

Fig. 6 shows the variation of the sub-objective functions 
during the day, including the normalized PV curtailed 
power, cumulative tap movements, and normalized PV 
reactive power of the proposed method for case 1 (Fig. 6 
a,b,c), case 2 (Fig. 6 d,e,f), case 3 (Fig. 6 g,h,i), and case 4 
(Fig. 6 j,k,l). It is noticed that the amount of the total 
curtailed PV power values in case 3 and case 4 are lower 
than case 1 and case 2. The reason for this trend is that the 

TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF THE STUDIED CASES 

Cases Case 0 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 
TMR of SVR1 - 139 5 126 2 
TMR of SVR2 - 126 3 153 8 
TMR of SVR3 - 135 0 144 11 
TMR of OLTC - 127 3 136 5 

Total TMR - 527 11 559 26 
CPPV1 (kWh) - 9.78 9.17 0.07 0.34 
CPPV2 (kWh) - 36.55 39.75 0.3 1.29 
CPPV3 (kWh) - 1006.41 1279.17 21.53 260.60 

Total CPPV - 1052.74 1328.09 21.90 262.23 
Total VDV 2.87 0.0 3.99 ×10-5 0.0 2.15× 10-5 
Total VRV 0.03 0.0 1.97 × 10-5 3.69× 10-7 2.02× 10-5 
Total VVF 2.90 0.0 5.96 × 10-5 3.69× 10-7 4.17× 10-5 
Total TOF 15×103 14×103 2.6×103 14×103 1.9×103 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 5. Voltage profiles of the test system during a day for (a) case 1, 
(b) case 2, (c) case 3, and (d) case 4. 
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CPPV is only considered in case 3 and case 4. On the 
contrary, in case 2 and case 4 which consider TMR, the total 
numbers of tap movements are relatively small compared 
with cases 1 and 3. 

The variations of normalized reactive power injections of 
PV units, which are constrained with the spare capacity of 
the inverter, are shown in Fig. 6 (c,f,i,l) during the day for 
the cases. It is worth to note that reactive power injections 
during the night time are higher than the daytime. The 
reason behind this behavior is that the spare capacity of PV 
is small at the daytime due to high PV active generation 

while it is high (full capacity of the PV inverter) during the 
night. It is important to note that the grey wolf optimizer 
with Lévy mutation operator consumes in terms of seconds 
per each time step. This execution time is much lower than 
the time resolution of the control method (5 min). 

F.  Effect of the importance factors of the sub-objectives 
Fig. 7 shows the variation of VRV, VDV, TMR, and CPPV 
with changing IFVRV, IFVDV, IFTMR, and IFCPPV, respectively. 
In this experiment, the importance factor of each objective 
function is increased from 0.25 to 0.85 with a step of 0.15 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

   
(d) (e) (f) 

   
(g) (h) (i) 

   
(j) (k) (l) 

Fig. 6. The normalized PV curtailed power, cumulative tap movements, and normalized PV reactive power of the proposed method for case 1 
(a,b,c), case 2 (d,e,f), case 3(g,h,i), and case 4 (j,k,l). 
 

  
(a)            (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 7.  The effect of increasing the importance factors on the sub-objective functions. 
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while the other three importance factors are kept equal and 
decreased with a step of 0.05. Fig. 7 (a) shows the effect of 
increasing IFVRV from 0.25 to 0.85 on VRV. It is observed 
that VRV decreases from 2.02 × 10-5 to 0.0. Similar to VRV, 
VDV also decreases from 2.15 × 10-5 to 0.0 with increasing 
its weight factor from 0.25 to 0.85, as shown in Fig. 7 (b). 
These results demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed 
method to focus on enhancing VRV and/or VDV in 
distribution systems by a proper setting of the corresponding 
importance factors. 

Fig. 7 (c) shows the effect of increasing IFTMR from 0.25 
to 0.85 on the total number of tap movements (i.e., TMR) of 
OLTC, SVR1, SVR2, and SVR3 during the day. It is 
interesting to note that the total number of tap movements 
decreases from 26 to 7 when increasing IFTMR from 0.25 to 
0.85. This trend implies that the higher value of IFTMR in the 
objective function, the lower number of tap movements is 
attained. The total curtailed power of PVs decreases from 
226 kWh to 1.66 kWh with increasing its importance factor 
from 0.25 to 0.85, as shown in Fig. 7 (d). This reduction in 
total curtailed PV power saves energy of PVs. 

Indeed, the effect of increasing the importance factors on 
the sub-objective functions could be different if other 
PV installations and distribution systems are considered, but 
similar trends are expected in other systems (decreasing 
each sub-objective with increasing its importance factor). 
The solution of a multiple objective optimization is a set of 
non-dominated solutions (Pareto-front). The Pareto front is 
important because it can demonstrate how one objective 
affects the others. This simulation can be a helpful tool for 
the distribution system operators to allow further control 
options with conflicting objectives. The proposed method is 
able to achieve Pareto-front optimal solutions, providing 
distribution system operators further control options. 

G.  Effect of the weight factors 
In this subsection, we study the variation of the total 

TMR of OLTC for the day with increasing its weight factor 
(WFTMR,OLTC). In this analysis, WFTMR,OLTC is increased from 
0.4 to 0.85 with a step of 0.15 while the weight factors of 
SVR1, SVR2, and SVR3 are kept equal and decreased with 
a step of 0.05. As shown in Fig. 8, the number of tap 
movements decreases from 5 to 1, and the percentage of 
TMR of OLTC with respect to the total TMR of 
transformers decreases from 13.5 to 1.8, when increasing 
WFTMR,OLTC form 0.4 to 0.85. The number of tap movements 
of OLTC is decreased at the expense of SVR1, SVR2, and 
SVR3. This analysis highlights the importance of the 
proposed method to the system operators for adjusting the 
duty of each transformer for solving the voltage control 
problem. 
 

 
Fig. 8. The variation of the total TMR of OLTC for the day with increasing 
its weight factor. 

H.  High PV scenarios  
Table II describes the performance of the proposed 

control method with high PV penetrations. In this analysis, 
the test system is simulated with three scenarios of PV 
penetrations (scenario 1, scenario 2, and scenario 3). 
Scenarios 1, 2, and 3 comprise 125, 150, and 200 % of the 
base PV size, respectively. The VVF values are 14.06 × 10-

5, 10.01 × 10-5, and 13.06 × 10-5 for scenarios 1, 2 and 3, 
respectively.  The total tap movements and total PV power 
curtailment increase with rising the PV penetration whereas 
the voltages are still within the permissible limits. The 
results demonstrate the high performance of the proposed 
control method for regulating voltage in the case of high PV 
penetrations. 

TABLE II 
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD UNDER 

DIFFERENT SCENARIOS OF PV PENETRATION 
PV Scenarios Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

TMR of SVR1 20 21 32 
TMR of SVR2 7 5 8 
TMR of SVR3 18 20 24 
TMR of OLTC 16 19 26 

Total TMR 61 65 90 
CPPV1 (kWh) 0.43 0.59 0.74 
CPPV2 (kWh) 1.65 2.53 3.33 
CPPV3 (kWh) 173.55 248.48 264.83 

Total CPPV 175.63 251.6 268.90 
Total VDV 13.21 × 10-5 7.90 × 10-5 10.34 × 10-5 
Total VRV 0.85 × 10-5 2.11 × 10-5 2.72 × 10-5 
Total VVF 14.06 × 10-5 10.01 × 10-5 13.06 × 10-5 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
Fig. 9. Results of a fluctuated PV generation profile. (a) solar radiation, (b) 
curtailed power of PV units, and (c) cumulative tap movements. 
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I.  Fluctuated PV profile 
Here, the proposed voltage control method is tested 

considering a fluctuated PV profile. Fig. 9 (a) shows the 
solar radiation during the studied day where high 
fluctuations are noticed. The curtailed PV power during the 
day is shown in Fig. 9 (b). It is clear that the amount of the 
curtailed power is small during the fluctuated day (less than 
4 % of the PV nominal power) compared with that of the 
clear day shown in Fig. 6(j). Regarding the tap movement 
shown in Fig. 9(c), high tap movement rates of the 
transformers are also noticed compared with the clear day.  

 
 

Fig. 10. Performance evaluation of the different optimizers. 
 

J.  Performance Evaluation of GWO-Lévy 
In this subsection, the performance of the utilized GWO- 

Lévy optimizer is compared with three other optimizers: 1) 
artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm [35], 2) teaching-
learning-based optimization (TLBO) algorithm [36], and 3) 
backtracking search optimization algorithm (BSA) [37]. Fig. 
10 shows the values of the objective function during a day. 
It is noticeable that the GWO-Lévy has the best 
performance since it yields the lowest values of the 
objective function during the day compared with the other 
optimizers. 

In the simulations, the GWO-Lévy takes a few seconds 
per each time step of the proposed control method. This 
execution time is much lower than the time resolution of the 
proposed control method (5 min). We suggest the following 
possible two approaches for the case that such execution 
time is required to be reduced. The first approach is to 
develop a parallel version of the GWO-Lévy while utilizing 
high-performance computing for reducing the computational 
burden. The second approach is to exploit short-term 
forecasting models for PV and load demand [38]. For 
instance, let the current time instant ts, the optimization 
model at the next time instant ts+1 can be solved in advance 
based on the predicted PV power and load demand. Note 
that such approaches are not investigated here and are left 
for future study. 

IV.  CONCLUSIONS 
Several operational problems are associated with high PV 

penetrations in distribution systems, including voltage 
rise/drop, excessive tap movements of OLTC and SVRs, 
and high curtailed power of PV systems. In this paper, we 
have proposed an optimal voltage control method to 
completely solve the voltage violation problem in 
distribution systems while optimizing the number of tap 
movements of transformers and the active power 

curtailment of PV units. The proposed objective function 
involves: VDV, VRV, TMR, and CPPV sub-objectives, 
considering the different constraints of the distribution 
systems, transformers, and PV. The multi-objective grey 
wolf optimizer with a Lévy mutation operator has been used 
to efficiently solve the nonlinear voltage control model. We 
have carried out 24-hour simulations on the large-scale 119-
bus distribution system with three PV units and different 
types of loads. The simulation results show that the 
proposed method can properly solve the voltage violation 
problem with PV. The positive feature of the proposed 
method is that it optimizes TMR (increase lifetime of 
transformers) and CPPV (save energy), simultaneously. The 
future work will be directed to consider different types of 
RES and load response in the voltage control problem. In 
addition, the uncertainties of load and PV generations will 
be considered. 
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